FLUTE TRILL FINGERING CHART

Move the red key rapidly to produce the trill.

E to F♯  F to Gb  F♯ to G♯  Ab to Bb  A to Bb  A♯ to B

B♭ to C  B to C♯  C to D  C to Db  C♯ to D  Db to Eb

E to F♯  F to Gb  F♯ to G♯  Ab to Bb  A to Bb  A♯ to B

B♭ to C  B to C♯  C to Db  C to D  C♯ to D  Db to Eb

D to Eb  D to E  D♯ to E  Eb to F  E to F  E to F♯

F to Gb  F to G  F♯ to G  Gb to Ab  G to Ab  G to A  G♯ to A